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ABSTRACT: SiCxNyHZ films were deposited as anti-reflective (ARC)–passivation layers on crystalline silicon photovoltaics. The thin films were deposited using a remote plasma sputtering system HiTUS (High Target Utilisation Sputtering). The HiTUS allows the deposition of SiCxNyHZ avoiding the use of pyrophoric silane precursor. Minority carrier lifetime was monitored with coherence correlation interferometry (CCI) using a Taylor Hobson “Sunstar”. Deposited films were found to have rms roughness values below 2nm and the film roughness was found to be proportional to passivation quality but inversely proportional to deposition rates. Films were also characterised using Horiba UVISEL spectroscopic ellipsometer, which provided refractive index dispersion. The deposited films exhibited refractive indexes in the range of 2-2.5. Measured deposition rates were in range 1-25nm/min.

Keywords: antireflection coating, deposition, passivation, c-Si, glass grown during the doping, rinsed in DI water, dried in nitrogen and then loaded into the deposition chamber. Films were deposited also on polished silicon samples for optical characterisation.

Films were deposited using PlasmaQuest HiTUS system by a reactive sputtering process from a mixed silicon/graphite target in an atmosphere of argon, nitrogen and hydrogen. The target was 4" round 99.999% purity p-type polycrystalline silicon, covered by graphite strips (99.99%). The silicon area covered by graphite was varied in the 25%-40% range. Other parameters investigated, and optimised, included plasma launch RF power, RF target bias, Ar/N₂/H₂ gas flow and deposition temperature. A schematic of the deposition system is given in Figure 1. The system has a remote plasma source – a plasma launch source (PLS) where plasma is created by an inductive RF coil powered by 13.64MHz 3kW power supply. The plasma is then directed into the chamber and on to the target by two electromagnets (launch magnet and steering magnet). The configuration of the system ensures that plasma is dense and consists of low energy ions ~10eV. In order to initiate sputtering of the target, bias has to be applied with a second RF power supply (1kW, 13.64MHz).

The refractive index and thickness of deposited films were monitored by spectroscopic ellipsometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon UVISEL iHR320FGAS). Surface quality and thickness were measured by coherence correlation interferometry CCI (Taylor Hobson “Sunstar”). A Varian 5000 UV-Vis-IR spectrophotometer was used to measure reflection from the sample surface. Minority carrier lifetime and implied Voc of deposited samples was tested using Sinton WTC-100 lifetime tester.

1 INTRODUCTION

With the recent dynamic growth of the Photovoltaic industry, efficiencies of modules are now exceeding 20%[1]. Wafer thickness reduction is one of the strategies for cost improvement of first generation PV. Regardless of the strategy chosen, thickness reduction implies the necessity of improved passivation of the silicon surfaces on both the front and back of the cell[2]. For 100μm devices the standard aluminium back surface field (Al BSF) is not an efficient way of passivation and a dielectric layer is required. Al BSF provides surface recombination velocity (SRV) of around 1000cm/s[2-3] but this needs to be reduced to at least 300cm/s to maintain the efficiency in these thinner cells.

Silicon Nitride (a-$\text{Si}_x\text{N}_y\text{H}_z$) deposited by Plasma Enhanced Vapour Deposition (PECVD) is a standard method of producing coatings for solar cells[4]. The technique delivers films of excellent quality[4,5] providing good ARC and surface passivation[6]. Sputtering can be an alternative technique for producing the thin film coating for c-Si solar cells[6,7] where silane gas is replaced by a silicon target and less hazardous gases. The HiTUS system was used to deposit thin layers of Silicon Carbon – Nitride films($\text{SiC}_x\text{N}_y\text{H}_z$) for Si ARC, $\text{SiC}_x\text{N}_y\text{H}_z$ deposited by PECVD method has previously been successfully used for c-Si solar cell[8].

2 EXPERIMENTAL

The thin film layers of $\text{SiC}_x\text{N}_y\text{H}_z$ were deposited on Si substrates. Cz-Si <100> p-type, boron doped photovoltaic grade wafers were used for experiments. Prior to deposition, wafers were saw damaged etched in 10% NaOH solution at 90°C for 5 minutes, followed by 15 minute texture etch in NaOH/isopropyl alcohol (IPA) at 90°C, resulting in a random pyramidal surface texture. After the texturing the wafer was 230μm thick. The samples were then loaded into POCl₃, doping furnace where at 850°C phosphorus was diffused in two steps: 5 minutes deposition and 15 minutes drive in time resulting in 1002/cm n-type emitter. Samples were next deglazed by etching in 5% HF to remove phosphosilicate glass grown during the doping, rinsed in DI water, dried in nitrogen and then loaded into the deposition chamber. Films were deposited also on polished silicon samples for optical characterisation.

Films were deposited using PlasmaQuest HiTUS system by a reactive sputtering process from a mixed silicon/graphite target in an atmosphere of argon, nitrogen and hydrogen. The target was 4" round 99.999% purity p-type polycrystalline silicon, covered by graphite strips (99.99%). The silicon area covered by graphite was varied in the 25%-40% range. Other parameters investigated, and optimised, included plasma launch RF power, RF target bias, Ar/N₂/H₂ gas flow and deposition temperature. A schematic of the deposition system is given in Figure 1. The system has a remote plasma source – a plasma launch source (PLS) where plasma is created by an inductive RF coil powered by 13.64MHz 3kW power supply. The plasma is then directed into the chamber and on to the target by two electromagnets (launch magnet and steering magnet). The configuration of the system ensures that plasma is dense and consists of low energy ions ~10eV. In order to initiate sputtering of the target, bias has to be applied with a second RF power supply (1kW, 13.64MHz).

The refractive index and thickness of deposited films were monitored by spectroscopic ellipsometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon UVISEL iHR320FGAS). Surface quality and thickness were measured by coherence correlation interferometry CCI (Taylor Hobson “Sunstar”). A Varian 5000 UV-Vis-IR spectrophotometer was used to measure reflection from the sample surface. Minority carrier lifetime and implied Voc of deposited samples was tested using Sinton WTC-100 lifetime tester.

![Figure 1 HiTUS schematic][9]
3 RESULTS

Deposition conditions were optimised to achieve high effective minority carrier lifetime. Minority carrier lifetime in the range 18–41μs were obtained which compares to 20μs prior to deposition. The optimal conditions found were 2.7kW RF plasma launch power, 0.5kW target bias (RF), 500ccm Ar/10sccm N$_2$/4 sccm H$_2$ atmosphere, 300°C substrate temperature and 25% target coverage by graphite. Temperature is known to be an essential parameter for depositing high quality thin films and passivation[4,5,7,8]. Influence of the deposition temperature is presented in Figure 1. The minority carrier lifetime at first increased with increased substrate temperature until the threshold value of 300°C where it then decreased.

![Figure 2 Influence of deposition temperature on minority carrier lifetime](image)

Influence of target bias on minority carrier lifetime and deposition rates is presented in Figure 3. Increasing the target bias resulted in a decrease in minority carrier lifetime but it was found essential to obtain higher deposition rates Table II.

![Figure 3 Influence of Target Bias on effective minority carrier lifetime and deposition rates](image)

Hydrogen is known to be important addition to obtain good effective minority carrier lifetime. The effect of hydrogen on minority carrier lifetime is shown in Figure 4. Maximum lifetime was found to occur at 4sccm hydrogen flow. The occurrence of this maximum is also observed for other nitrides such as SiN$_x$:H prepared by HiTUS[10] and other methods[7,11]. Passivation of a silicon surface can obtained by two mechanisms, the reduction of trapping states near the surface and/or repelling charge carriers from the surface by band bending and fixed charge in dielectric layer[12]. The maximum in $\tau$ vs. H$_2$ characteristics is a result of competition between these two phenomena. The passivation of the silicon surface improves as dangling bonds are passivated by hydrogen atoms and decreases by smaller band bending at Si/dielectric interface as the Fermi level in the dielectric lowers with increased hydrogen concentration[7,11].

![Figure 4 Influence of hydrogen on minority carrier lifetime of deposited films](image)

The main disadvantage of the conditions which gave the highest effective minority carrier lifetime was the low deposition rate of ~1nm/min. A higher deposition rate of ~20nm/min was achieved by altering some of the parameters, viz: 0.9kW Target Bias, 5sccm flow of Nitrogen and without substrate heating. However this led to poorer minority carrier lifetime of 24μs. By optimising the conditions it was possible to obtain good passivation with a deposition rate of 7nm(by increasing the target bias, lowering N$_2$ flow and increasing the temperature to 400°C). The sputter rate increased with higher target bias. Also increasing the relative amount of Ar$^+$ ions and lower deposition pressure contributed to an increase in deposition rate[13,14]. When the Si/C sputter rate was increased more atoms arrive at the surface of substrate and hence Si/C adatoms have less time to nitride at the surface of substrate before being incorporated into the film growth[15]. Elevating the temperature of the substrate increases the mobility of adatoms[16]. It seems that increased mobility compensated for the effect of higher sputter rate.

![Figure 5 Minority carrier lifetime as a function of film thickness](image)

The effective minority carrier lifetime reached 39μs for 70nm thick film(compared to the 10nm which yielded the 41μs). Influence of minority carrier lifetime with film thickness is given in Figure 5 and it showed that an increase in effective carrier lifetime corresponded with film thickness. Efficiency of surface passivation depends...
on film thickness as there is critical thickness for accumulation of fixed charge which repels carriers from surface and decreases recombination [12].

The refractive index of the deposited films varied between 1.9 and 2.5 depending on deposition conditions. For optimised conditions the index was equal to 2 at 550nm with little sensitivity to deposition conditions. The dispersion of the refractive index is plotted in Figure 6. There is no absorption present in the film above 350nm which ensures no loss of light in ARC. The band gap of the film is ~5eV.

Anti reflective properties of SiC\textsubscript{x}N\textsubscript{y}:H were tested by depositing ~65nm layer on a textured Si sample. Reflection was measured using a Varian 5000 UV-Vis-IR spectrophotometer. The measured spectrum is plotted in Figure 7. Reflection is reduced below 5% for the spectral range 400-1040nm the minimum of 1.25% at 512nm, indicates that the actual film thickness was ~64nm.

The surface roughness of SiCN films deposited on polished silicon samples was measured using Coherence Correlation Interferometry (CCI) [17]. An example of a surface roughness map is given in Figure 8. Roughness of deposited films was measured for square areas of 0.325 x 0.325mm, using x50 lens. The RMS(root mean square) is expressed as the three-dimensional Sq value and was found to be below 5nm for measured samples.

![Figure 6](image6.png)  
**Figure 6** The dispersion of the refractive index

![Figure 7](image7.png)  
**Figure 7** Reflectance from textured Si coated with ~70nm of SiC\textsubscript{x}N\textsubscript{y}:H.

Table I Roughness and deposition rate at different temperatures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deposition Temp.[°C]</th>
<th>RMS Roughness [nm]</th>
<th>Deposition Rate [nm/min]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No heating</td>
<td>3.015</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II Roughness and deposition rate at different target bias

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Bias [W]</th>
<th>RMS Roughness [nm]</th>
<th>Deposition Rate [nm/min]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thicknes measurements obtained by CCI and ellipsometry are listed in Table III. Both techniques provided very similar results. The small difference may be the result of changes to the measurement spot location. CCI can provide accurate thin film thickness measurements, using a particular approach called ‘helical complex field’ (HCF) [18,19], which is able to extract the thickness through a complex algorithm, depending on the dispersive index of the material. The measurement is very fast and non-destructive.
Table III Thickness of deposited films measured by CCI and ellipsometer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness measured [nm]</th>
<th>Ellipsometer</th>
<th>CCI</th>
<th>Difference [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>104.5</td>
<td>104.5</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 SUMMARY

SiCN sputtered films provided effective minority carrier lifetime of 39μs, corresponding to 640mV implied Voc and 325cm/s SRV.

Deposition rates obtained were in 1-20nm/min range. However, for good quality films the deposition rate was 7nm/min rate.

Refractive index was measured to be 2 at 550nm which is the desired value for c-Si cell’s ARC. SiC$_x$N$_y$:H ARC – 64nm thick was deposited on textured Si, the coating reduced reflection below 5% through most of the spectra and minimum reflection of 1.25% at 512 nm.

A new PV characterisation technique, CCI White light coherence interferometry was used to monitor the surface roughness and film thickness. Deposited films were smooth, typically <5 nm RMS roughness and as low as 1.3nm for the smoothest films. The RMS roughness changes with deposition temperature and reflected changes in effective minority carrier lifetime.

The temperature increase leads to increased smoothness and minority carrier lifetime. Target bias decreases minority carrier lifetime but increases deposition rates and roughness of deposited films.

Very good agreement between CCI and ellipsometer was found for thin film thickness measurements.
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